
1.  Czy każdy musi być managerem?
a) talking about progressing in your career if you do not want to manage people;
b) advanced work-related vocabulary;
c) revising conditional mood.

2. Pasuje jak ulał!
a) practising shopping for clothes: sizes, patterns, fabrics;
b) advanced clothes vocabulary;
c) clothes-related idioms and sayings.

3 . Wolnoć, Tomku, w swoim domku!
a) describing your house and neighbourhood;
b) interior design and house vocabulary;
c) house-related idioms and sayings.

4. Zrób to sam!
a) talking about DIY and house repairs;
b) relevant verbs and phrases;
c) practising imperative mood.

5. Bez telefonu jak bez ręki
a) discussing to what extend modern life depends on technology; 
b) technology-related vocabulary and phrases;
c) practising impersonal modal verbs.

6. Przyjaciel od serca
a) discuss making friends and maintaining friendships in the modern world;
b) advanced adjectives and relationship-related idioms;
c) revising questions which can be asked when meeting new people.

7. Brak wiadomości to dobra wiadomość
a) talking about how we choose where we get our news from and how we can make good 
choices in doing so;
b) advanced news and media-related vocabulary;
c) revising expressing your opinion about current events.
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8. Niezła sztuka!
a) discussing different types of art and how it impacts our view on the world;
b) art-related vocabulary;
c) revising declension of names.

9. Na językach
a) storytelling - my journey learning Polish; 
b) grammar terms, language-related vocabulary and idioms;
c) practising perfective and imperfective verbs.

10. Mój kraj taki piękny! 
a) discussing if there’s still room for national pride in the time of globalisation;
b) learning about polish culture quirkiness;
c) revising giving dates.

11. Kulturowe know-how
a) understanding the cultural etiquette of different countries;
b) idioms with names of different countries and its people;
c) revising future tense.

12. Zgodnie z prawem
a) discussing differences in what is legal or not in different countries;
b) crime and law vocabulary;
c) practising formal Polish.


